
Unicode request for shatranj symbols
Gavin Jared Bala, gavin.jared, gmail.com 2023 December 22
Kirk Miller, kirkmiller, gmail

This request is for four piece symbols for shatranj, the ancestor of chess. It follows on Unicode 
proposal L2/16-293, section 8 (Shatranj symbols).

Characters
The characters are listed with their PUA code points in the fonts Quivira, Catrinity and Nishiki-teki.
The public-domain Quivira font was chosen for the display here and in the chart, as it has the 
simplest designs. The Catrinity and Nishiki-teki glyphs are compared in Figure 1.

 1FA54 WHITE CHESS FERZ [Quivira U+E018, Catrinity & Nishiki-teki U+FC2E8].
Figures 1–2, 5–6, 8–11.

 1FA55 WHITE CHESS ALFIL [Quivira U+E010, Catrinity & Nishiki-teki U+FC2E0].
Figures 1–3, 5–11.

 1FA56 BLACK CHESS FERZ [Quivira U+E019, Catrinity & Nishiki-teki U+FC2E9].
Figures 1, 4–6, 8–11.

 1FA57 BLACK CHESS ALFIL [Quivira U+E011, Catrinity & Nishiki-teki U+FC2E1].
Figures 1, 3–11.

Properties
These characters should have the same default line-breaking behaviour as previously-encoded 
heterodox chess symbols. They are not intended to serve as emoji.

1FA54;WHITE CHESS FERZ;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1FA55;WHITE CHESS ALFIL;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1FA56;BLACK CHESS FERZ;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
1FA57;BLACK CHESS ALFIL;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;

Annotations
1FA55 WHITE CHESS ALFIL

= white elephant.
1FA57 BLACK CHESS ALFIL

= black elephant.
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Chart
Chess Symbols

1FA00 1FA6F

1FA0 1FA1 1FA2 1FA3 1FA4 1FA5 1FA6

0 🨀 🨐 🨠 🨰 🩀 🩐 🩠

1 🨁 🨑 🨡 🨱 🩁 🩑 🩡

2 🨂 🨒 🨢 🨲 🩂 🩒 🩢

3 🨃 🨓 🨣 🨳 🩃 🩓 🩣

4 🨄 🨔 🨤 🨴 🩄  🩤

5 🨅 🨕 🨥 🨵 🩅  🩥

6 🨆 🨖 🨦 🨶 🩆  🩦

7 🨇 🨗 🨧 🨷 🩇  🩧

8 🨈 🨘 🨨 🨸 🩈 🩨

9 🨉 🨙 🨩 🨹 🩉 🩩

A 🨊 🨚 🨪 🨺 🩊 🩪

B 🨋 🨛 🨫 🨻 🩋 🩫

C 🨌 🨜 🨬 🨼 🩌 🩬

D 🨍 🨝 🨭 🨽 🩍 🩭

E 🨎 🨞 🨮 🨾 🩎

F 🨏 🨟 🨯 🨿 🩏
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Background
In chess variants, a “leaper” is a piece that jumps a fixed distance. The knight in orthodox chess is a
(1,2)-leaper. (It might alternatively be called a (2,1)-leaper, since the notation assumes symmetry.) 
The two shortest diagonal leapers appear in shatranj, the direct ancestor of modern chess:

• The ferz (fers, firzan)   is a degenerate (1,1)-leaper: it moves one square diagonally. This is the 
ancestor of the modern queen.

• The alfil (elephant)   is a (2,2)-leaper: it jumps to the second square diagonally. This is the 
ancestor of the modern bishop.

Some historical discussions of shatranj, such as those in Pritchard (2007), Hesse (2011), Cazaux & 
Knowlton (2017), contrast ferz and alfil symbols with the modern symbols for queen and bishop, 
though others use the modern symbols for both (e.g. Murray 1913 and Hooper & Whyld 1992). 
However, conflating symbols is not an option when illustrating chess variants that include both the
modern bishop and the alfil, such as Citadel Chess (shatranj al-husun) and Courier Chess (Cazaux & 
Knowlton 2017); in such cases the symbols are universally contrasted. John Beasley, in his foreword 
to Pritchard (2007), notes that he specifically re-prepared the illustrations from the first edition, 
writing that “an incidental benefit has been to give the ancient ‘firzan’ and ‘fil’ their own symbols, 
instead of the modern queen and bishop symbols which are so often substituted,” suggesting that 
the replacement may sometimes have been due to technical limitations. A different approach is 
found in the Chess Alfonso font (and Sonja Musser’s dissertation), and also in some illustrations in 
Murray (1913), where a distinct symbol is given to all six pieces in shatranj, even when their move is
identical to modern chess. Such usage is not contrastive and so can be handled by the font; hence 
we do not propose specific shatranj variants of the king, rook, knight and pawn symbols.

For the character names ferz and alfil, we adopt the conventions of Cazaux (2013), who is both a 
historian of chess and a modern inventor of chess variants. “Elephant” is a common alternative 
name of the alfil, but it should be noted that it is now often used for a compound ferz-alfil piece in 
modern chess variants. This upgrade of the weak alfil, which can only see one-eighth of the board, 
dates to H. G. Albers’ 1821 version of the 13th-century German Courier-Spiel (Courier Chess; Cazaux 
2023). The fairy-chess problemist George Jelliss gives the portmanteau name “ferfil” for this 
compound piece.

There is significant glyph variation of the ferz symbol. Some sources use a vizier’s hat, which can be
styled in many different ways, but the majority incorporate a diagonal cross, representing the four 
diagonal directions the piece can move. Uniquely, The Chess Variant Pages’ main page on shatranj 
uses a human depiction of a vizier (Figure 5), though the Alfaerie image set that it otherwise uses 
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has instead an abstract diagonal cross shape (Figure 1). Since these glyphs do not contrast, they are
best treated as variants of a single symbol. (The wazir in Tamerlane chess, a (1,0)-leaper, exhibits 
similar glyph variation between a turban (WinBoard/XBoard, Figure 8) and an abstract orthogonal 
cross ⟨ ⟩ (Figure 1).) Because of the wide glyph variation in the headgear variants, we propose 
the more common diagonal cross symbols ⟨ ⟩ for the ferz characters in the Unicode chart.
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Figures

Figure 1. Glyph variation of the requested alfil and ferz characters, plus for comparison the similar
wazir from Tamerlane chess,  in the Quivira, Catrinity and Nishiki-teki fonts and in the Cazaux,
Alfaerie and Zillions image sets. Quivira font (left) is used in this document. 
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Figure 2. Hesse (2011: 18). Use of the ferz (turban, red) and alfil (elephant, blue) figurine symbols in
diagrams as well as in plaintext figurine notation, alongside contrastive use of modern bishop and
queen symbols where Hesse describes what the evaluation of the position would have been, had it
been  from  modern  chess  rather  than  shatranj.  Note  the  variation  in  typeface  that  affects  the
figurine symbols (bold for game moves, roman for description and analysis).
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Figure 3. Musser (2007: 267). In-text figurine notation usage of archaic symbols for shatranj pieces
in running text, including those that duplicate modern pieces. Black and white alfil are circled in
blue. The other pieces in the top row are the king, rook and knight. 

Figure 4. Musser (2007: 272). Black alfil (blue) and ferz (red) in running text. 
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Figure 5. Cazaux and Knowlton (2017: 8–9). The symbols used for the king, rook, knight, and pawn
in the diagrams and accompanying text are the same as in modern chess, but shatranj symbols can
be seen for the ferz and alfil (adjacent to the king at top, second and third items at bottom).
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Figure 6. A historical shatranj problem (ad-dulabiya, The Water Wheel), described and diagrammed
at  The Chess Variant Pages (chessvariants.org/mansubat.dir/mans03.html). The textual description
unifies the king, rook, knight, and pawn with their modern symbols, and anglicizes the names of
the ferz (“general”) and alfil (“elephant”).

Figure 7. Van  der  Linde  (1881).  The  starting  position  of  Courier-Spiel (Courier  chess).  Note  the
coexistence of the  alfil (elephant, third file from the edge of the board) with the modern bishop
(fourth file from the edge).
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Figure 8. Shatranj displayed  in  WinBoard  (image  from  the  website  of  prominent  chess-variant
programmer Harm Geert Muller,  http://hgm.nubati.net/), which also offers standard chess with
the orthodox symbols. The hat glyph for the ferz is a Chinese mandarin’s hat, after the mandarin in
Chinese chess (xiangqi) that moves as a ferz within the palace.

Figure 9. Courier  chess  in  WinBoard (hgm.nubati.net/rules/Courier.html),  with  bishop and  alfil
occurring in the same game (files d/i and c/j, respectively). Also included are glyphs for the Mann
(file e, German helmet; moves like a king but needs not worry about check), ferz (file g, mandarin’s
hat), and wazir (file h, turban). In German these are Kurier, Alte, Mann, Königin and Schleich.
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Figure 10. Pritchard (2007: 240). Note the glyphs for ferz (vizier’s hat) and alfil (elephant head), and
the use of the letter F for  ferz (disunified from a queen) even while the king is unified with the
modern piece and abbreviated K.
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Figure 11. Shatranj  al-husun (Citadel  chess)  as  displayed  on  the  website  of  Jean-Louis  Cazaux
(history.chess.free.fr/citadel.htm). Note the presence of both the elephant and the bishop on the
same board (third and fourth pieces from the edge of the board). Despite the symbol, the latter
moves as a modern bishop. The same illustration, though in black and white, appears on p. 24 of
Cazaux and Knowlton 2017. 
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ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 2/WG 2
PROPOSAL SUMMARY FORM TO ACCOMPANY SUBMISSIONS

FOR ADDITIONS TO THE REPERTOIRE OF ISO/IEC 10646 TP

1
PT

Please fill all the sections A, B and C below.
Please read Principles and Procedures Document (P & P) from HTU  http://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/principles.html   UTH for

guidelines and details before filling this form.
Please ensure you are using the latest Form from HTU  http://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/summaryform.html  UTH.

See also HTU  http://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/roadmaps.html   UTH for latest Roadmaps.

A. Administrative

1. Title: Shatranj symbols
2. Requester's name: Gavin Jared Bala, Kirk Miller
3. Requester type (Member body/Liaison/Individual contribution): individual
4. Submission date: 2023 December 20
5. Requester's reference (if applicable):
6. Choose one of the following:

This is a complete proposal: yes
(or) More information will be provided later:

B. Technical – General
1. Choose one of the following:

a. This proposal is for a new script (set of characters):
Proposed name of script:

b. The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block: yes
Name of the existing block: Chess Symbols

2. Number of characters in proposal: 4
3. Proposed category (select one from below - see section 2.2 of P&P document):

A-Contemporary B.1-Specialized (small collection) x B.2-Specialized (large collection)
C-Major extinct D-Attested extinct E-Minor extinct
F-Archaic Hieroglyphic or Ideographic G-Obscure or questionable usage symbols

4. Is a repertoire including character names provided? yes
a. If YES, are the names in accordance with the “character naming guidelines” 

in Annex L of P&P document? yes

b. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review? yes
5. Fonts related:

a. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font to the Project Editor of 10646 for publishing the standard? 
Kirk Miller

b. Identify the party granting a license for use of the font by the editors (include address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.):
Alexander Lange, contact@quivira-font.com

6. References:
a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided? yes
b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other 

sources) of proposed characters attached? yes

7. Special encoding issues:
Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input, 
presentation, sorting, searching, indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)? no

8. Additional Information:
Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the proposed Character(s) or Script that 
will assist in correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the proposed character(s) or script.  Examples of 
such properties are: Casing information, Numeric information, Currency information, Display behaviour information such as
line breaks, widths etc., Combining behaviour, Spacing behaviour, Directional behaviour, Default Collation behaviour, 
relevance in Mark Up contexts, Compatibility equivalence and other Unicode normalization related information.  See the 
Unicode standard at HTU  http://www.unicode.org  UTH for such information on other scripts.  Also see Unicode Character Database 
(H  http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr44/        ) and associated Unicode Technical Reports for information needed for 
consideration by the Unicode Technical Committee for inclusion in the Unicode Standard.

1TPPT Form number: N4502-F (Original 1994-10-14; Revised 1995-01, 1995-04, 1996-04, 1996-08, 1999-03, 2001-05, 2001-09, 2003-11, 2005-01, 2005-09, 
2005-10, 2007-03, 2008-05, 2009-11, 2011-03, 2012-01)
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C. Technical - Justification 

1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before? yes
If YES explain Garth Wallace (L2/16-293). Script Ad Hoc Group concluded that contrastive usage may not exist; 

re-proposing now that contrastive usage has been found.
2. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body,

user groups of the script or characters, other experts, etc.)? no
If YES, with whom?
If YES, available relevant documents:

3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example:
size, demographics, information technology use, or publishing use) is included? no
Reference:

4. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare) Chess history and
chess variants; rare

Reference:
5. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community? yes

If YES, where?  Reference: see figures
6. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely 

in the BMP? no
If YES, is a rationale provided?

If YES, reference:
7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)? yes
8. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing 

character or character sequence? no
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?

If YES, reference:
9. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either

existing characters or other proposed characters? no
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?

If YES, reference:
10. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function)

to, or could be confused with, an existing character? no

If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
If YES, reference:

11. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences? no
If YES, is a rationale for such use provided?

If YES, reference:
Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?

If YES, reference:
12. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as 

control function or similar semantics? no
If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary)

13. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility characters? no
If YES, are the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic characters identified?

If YES, reference:
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